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TB and Biosecurity
I said we would come back to the biosecurity element of 
our meeting earlier this year about TB control. Apologies 
as I had intended that these two articles would be back to 
back. For anyone that missed the first, it is available on our 
website at http://www.shropshirefarmvets.com/wp-content/
uploads/2014/06/1704.pdf

Defra figures suggest that approx. 16% of new bovine TB 
outbreaks are associated with badgers. This figure is UK-wide 
and will have higher and lower incidences locally. Whether 
you believe this or not isn’t the issue (I personally believe that 
the figure locally is probably nearer 35-40%); the main thing 
to take from this is that badgers aren’t the whole story when it 
comes to TB. As evidenced by different types, or spoligotypes, 
of TB, movement of cattle accounts for most of the rest. The 
country is split into different regions dependent on TB numbers, 
so we are in the high risk zone, there is the edge zone where 
there is very aggressive testing and controls and the low risk 
zone mostly to the east and north. 

I have mentioned this before, but you can take a look at TB 
cases by searching around this publicly available map www.
ibtb.co.uk Zoom in and take a look at the cases near you, or 
from an area from where you may be thinking about buying 
cattle. Once you get to the blue dot scale, you will see farms 
currently under restrictions and the date they went down, and 
their neighbours, giving an idea of risk. It is usually up to date 
to within the last month. 

But back to badgers. The following is meant to help people 
think about their own situations and their own risk profiles and 
perhaps act as a reminder on some aspects. It is absolutely 
not meant as a panacea list or that every method is going 
to be practical in your own situation. Many won’t be, some 
might. The point is that doing nothing won’t help, but doing 
something just might. Of course there is the cost element 
to anything, but we don’t like to think in cost terms, more in 
investment terms. We don’t need to dwell on the impact of 
TB, both financial and human, they are real but shouldn’t 
be dismissed by doing nothing. Also, with the way TB control 
is going, one day, perhaps, compensation payments will be 
linked to whether you do any badger control???

The main risks of infection between cattle and badgers are 
through indirect contact from eating or investigating feed/
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pasture that has been contaminated with badger saliva, urine, 
droppings	and	pus.	Since	badgers	and	cattle	will	usually	try	
and avoid each other, direct contact from nose to nose contact 
on pasture/farmyard is often less of a problem. In other words, 
infection is more likely through the two species sharing an 
environment and this can give us a head start in reducing the 
chances of infection. 

The key to this aspect of TB control is to reduce contact 
between cattle and badgers, both at pasture and in the farm 
yard. 

One option is to reduce contact by reducing the numbers 
of	badgers,	as	per	the	culls	in	Gloucestershire,	Somerset	etc.	
At least 70% of badgers in a defined are have to be killed 
and that area has to have well defined boundaries. These cull 
zones are subject to strict licencing and is the only legal means 
of killing badgers. They are not without risk and the high 
kill level makes effectiveness difficult. It is widely known that 
partially killing badgers in an area, and therefore disturbing 
their	social	balances	makes	incidences	of	TB	worse.	Culling	
undoubtedly has its place but I think we can all be grateful 
that a wounded badger, or worse a wounded or killed person, 
hasn’t been paraded in front of the tv cameras. 

Reducing	contact	at	pasture	at	first	seems	more	difficult	
when we are talking about grazing cows but some simple 
changes like avoiding feeding concentrates on the ground 
and fencing off wooded areas, setts and/or latrines will all 
help reduce contact. Latrines are especially important to try 
to reduce cattle and badger contact as the TB bacterium 
concentrates in badger urine. It is worth mentioning now that 
you	need	a	licence	from	Natural	England	before	you	can	
interfere with badgers and their access to setts. 

Additionally, raising water troughs and avoiding areas 
where badgers can get a foot hold to climb up will all help 
push the badger on to somewhere else where feeding is 
easier.	Ensuring	troughs	are	all	eaten	up,	cleaning	troughs	
and possibly suspending blocks etc will all reduce that indirect 
contact. continued on page 2



Continued from page 1
Reducing	contact	around	buildings.	Badgers	may	come	

to farm buildings as they have everything they need – feed, 
water and shelter all in the same place, so it makes sense to 
try to keep them out of housing and feed stores. Dependent on 
population and therefore feed pressures, badgers spend more 
time near buildings in high badger density areas, ie us!

If you can put your mobile phone sideways through a gap, 
a badger can get through that same gap!

Depending on the materials used, there might be a greater 
capital cost with these methods, but how much is the cost of 
TB, and the worry?

Use of solid gates but they are only effective if kept closed 
(!). The gap to the floor needs to be less than 10cm and the 
floor/base	should	not	be	diggable.	Gates	and	walls	need	to	
be at least 1.5m high and smooth, ie no footholds or these 
barriers	will	be	climbed.	Some	farm	buildings	are	fenced	with	
pig	netting	but	does	it	go	down	18”	and	curve	back	out	to	the	
field so the badger hits fencing when it digs?

Some	use	electric	fences	around	their	buildings.	Current	
recommendations are to use electric fences at 10, 15, 20 and 
30 cm height. Watch for vegetation shorting and make sure it 
is on!

Especially	if	the	farmyard	cannot	be	secured,	re-cover	or	
fence maize/whole crop clamps, avoid feed contamination 

on	the	ground	and	close	up	as	much	as	possible.	Regularly	
clean water troughs and surrounds areas, again reducing the 
amount of potential contamination.

Badgers will return to areas of interest to them (feed, water, 
shelter) even if they don’t get access. What is the weakest link 
in your buildings – the gate?

As said earlier, not all or even any of these methods will suit 
you as every farm and farmer is different so consider which 
measures are relevant to you, and what you can do and target 
your efforts. There is a cumulative effect to be gained from 
implementing multiple measures.

For anyone who is interested, go to http://www.tbhub.
co.uk/biosecurity/wildlife/ for more information and ideas. In 
fact, the whole tbhub site is pretty good. 

TB is not an inevitable occurrence, but for many/most the 
worry	and	anticipation	are.	You	may	not	stop	TB	but	if	you	can	
take some measures to reduce your risk, be they by reducing 
badger	contact,	or	by	buying	in	from	“cleaner”	sources,	then	
you can feel that you have done what you can. Maybe in the 
future there will be better tests, maybe there will be a cattle 
vaccination	as	per	the	old	S19	Brucella	jab	(we	have	access	
to the cattle but not the badgers), maybe, maybe… We have 
what we have now and nobody is forcing anyone, yet.

Alistair

Shows
Some	memories	from	
Shropshire	Show	on	
Spring	Bank	Holiday	
weekend. As always there 
was plenty to keep us 
going and a particular hit 
this year was a re-run of 
our	Staggers	Cider.	This	
came in two variations 
after a particularly good 
crop of apples last back 
end, so thank you to all 
who donated.

The very drinkable 
elderflower flavoured 
cider was extremely 
popular but the 15% 
straight apple cider 
caused a few stalwarts to 
carry the bottle with them 
as they continued round 
the showground!

We have plenty still 
brewing for both Oswestry 
and	Minsterley	Shows,	
and this will be bottled 
and ready. Make sure you 
come and join us.



British Grassland Society Summer 2017 Shropshire
sFV Clubs 
neW! Monthly Dairy Focused Clubs
This	month	sees	Shropshire	Farm	Vets	launch	4	new	dairy	
discussion clubs, designed to help our farmers improve 
performance, animal health and farm profitability. They are 
very focused meetings, lasting just 2 hours each over lunch 
times and designed to be interactive workshops that all our 
dairy clients are welcomed to attend and engage with.

It has been for some time a difficult period for the dairy 
industry, and although there has been an improvement in milk 
price over the past months, again there is some volatility in the 
market. Over the coming months and years, there will almost 
certainly be some fluctuations in milk price, which will mean an 
increase in efficiency from our farmers will be the difference for 
those that survive the storm.

We have long promoted the concept that disease is a major 
cost, is expensive and that prevention is better than cure. To 
that end, if we can prevent disease more effectively, then we 
can increase efficiency, performance and profitability on the 

farm. The cost of heifer rearing also comes into this category, 
where performance can be monitored and managed for 
improvements.	Not	only	reducing	disease	but	also	maximising	
the productive capacity of reared heifers, for example by 
calving them by twenty four months, and by rearing fewer 
heifers faster to reduce overheads.

The costs of mastitis; lameness; poor dry cow management 
leading to metabolic disease; calf scour and pneumonia, can 
be	considerable.	Not	only	is	there	a	direct	cost	of	the	disease	
and vetmed for treatment, but also in loss of production.

The other consideration now, (again mentioned in 
newsletters) is the increasing restrictions in antibiotic usage, 
both in terms of amounts used (selective dry cow therapy being 
an	example),	and	the	restriction	of	certain	types	of	Critically	
Important Antibiotics. This means we have to review how we 
treat some disease, or change management practices.

With that in mind, we have decided we will hold this series 
of clubs where we can discuss with you the farmers how we 
can develop best practice. As well as benchmarking key 
performance indicators (not as scary as it sounds)! different 
topics will be raised at each meeting which we then discuss. 
We will be offering advice but it is a two way process where 
you, the farmer, can say what works for you, or any concerns/
problems you may want to address. A starting block for any 
discussion is some sort of idea of what is going on at your 
farm,	“key	performance	indicators”	are	simply	some	basic	
figures for each area that impact animal health/wefare and 
farm profitability. Obviously figures which we hope we can 
improve for you as time goes on. Initially though, we just want 
to engage you in this process and provoke a level of interest 
that can be of benefit to all parties – no figures are mandatory 
for the first meeting you attend!

We aim to hold a meeting a month, four topics, so each 
topic would be every four months. They will be held on the 
third Wednesday of the month (with the exception of Mobility), 
either at the office or on farm. Lasting a couple of hours, 
(12-2), which will include lunch, the clubs will be 

Healthy Heifers Club
The Udder Club
Transition Group
Mobility Club (the third Thursday of the month)

The	first	of	these	as	mentioned	in	the	June	Newsletter	will	
be	Healthy	Heifers	on	June	28th	at	the	office,	Transition	
Udder	Club	in	July	etc.	In	time	we	hope	we	will	cover	a	range	
of topics under each club. Discussion will provoke changes 
in farm protocols, helping to reduce disease and therefore 
improve profitability.

With your support, this can be a success for all involved, 
and can be a help in driving your business forwards, 
maximising outputs, and reducing losses.

Rod and James
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contact 
numbErs

ALISTAIR	MACpHERSoN 
07909 517184

TIM	o’SULLIVAN 

07909 517479

RoEL	DRIESEN 

07813 833385

JAMES	MARSDEN 

07876 443950

RoD	WooD 

07809 227426

NATHAN	LoEWENSTEIN 

07815 543546

EMILY	DENToN 

07762 069182

JoHN	HEMINGWAY 

07496 305412

SEAN	HUGHES 

07973 567367

pABLo	NUNEZ 

07455 882210

pELAYo	pEJARES 

07522 637322

RoSA	FERNANDEZ 

07719 270835

EVA	LEIBIG 

07874 054328

TB Numbers
Apologies that we didn’t put in the TB numbers for April last month. Both April and May are below.

Total	number	of	tests	in	April	‘17	was	59,	8181	animals,	6	inconclusives	and	7	reactors.
Total number of tests in May ’17 was 62, 6305 animals, 3 inconclusives and 32 reactors.

Obviously May showed a bit of a spike in reactors, the majority of which were on one farm.

Please keep a note of the mobile numbers for the vets should you ever need them
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Ceporex/Solvasol
For	dairy	farmers,	in	particular	Tesco	and	Coop	suppliers.

We	are	informed	that	Ceporex	is	unavailable	until	at	least	october.	Whilst	extremely	annoying,	we	managed	to	import	an	
equivalent	alternate	–	Solvasol	–	from	Hungary.	Unfortunately,	that	supply	has	dried	up	for	now	and	currently	there	is	no 

Solvasol	(or	Ceporex)	available	anywhere	in	the	EU.
As the only injectable 1st generation cephalosporin we have, in recent months this was becoming a lot more popular versus 

the 3rd and 4th generation products. For now, since every situation is different, please speak to one of the vets about 
appropriate alternate treatments.

Mount Kenya
Unfortunately,	Rod	didn’t	manage	to	
reach the summit of Mount Kenya after 
suffering a chest infection on the way up. 
As was last heard, he was making his way 
back down the mountain to recover. 

Find us on social media www.facebook.com/ShropshireFarmVets
www.twitter.com/ShropFarmVets


